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Abstract: The main focus of this research paper is to investigate context aware middleware support for vehicular
safety applications. Context aware systems play a major role in computing technologies and human machine
interaction (HMI), especially whenever the context is changing frequently with applications like pervasive and
mobile computing devices. In daily activities where the people are associated with large amount of interactions
and accountability behavior for handling situations considered to be a good instance for context. Such
contextual information can be embedded and enabled into the electronic devices to adapt with situations with
the help of portable and wireless communication technologies. This paper provides a thorough investigation
on context aware systems, its modeling and mainly towards the middleware approach for vehicular safety
applications. The challenges in developing the middleware are highlighted and key findings are summarized for
further research in this field.
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INTRODUCTION

Context models

Context types

an application’s behaviour or in which an application
event occurs and is interesting to the user”. Further, the
first kind of context is active and it influences the
behaviour of the applications and the second kind of
context is passive and it is relevant but not critical to an
application.
Winogard [5] preferred to use context in a specific
way to characterize its role and communication. He
defined the term context as “something is context because
of the way it is used in interpretation, not due to its
inherent properties”. The author also pointed out that
context is effective only when it is shared. Hence it is
pointed out that the design of appropriate ontologies and
conceptualization for context elements is a major area of
new research.
Zimmerman [6] proposed operational definition of
context and referred it as “any information describing an
entity’s context that fall into one of five categories:
individuality, activity, location, time and relations”.
Properties and attributes describing the entities fall under
individuality. Activity covers all the tasks that the entity
is involved in. The context categories of location and time
provide the spatio-temporal coordinates of the respective
entity. Finally, the relations category represents
information about any possible relation that the entity
may establish with other entity.

In, context is observed in terms of piece of
information with the following formal properties: a context
is always relative to another context, context have an
infinite dimension, only something about the context can
be described and not completely with common
assumptions; and when several context occur in a
discussion there is a common context above all of them to
which all the terms and predicates can be lifted [1].
The context term in computer science is first
introduced by Schilit [2] and defined “as Information
about person’s proximate environment such as location
and identities of nearby people and objects”. They refer
to context as location, identifies nearby people and object
and changes to those object.
According to Anind K. Dey [3] context is defined as
“Any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity where entity can be a person, place,
physical or computational object”. They refer to context
as User’s emotional state, focus of attention, location,
date, time and object.
Chen and Kotz [4] believed that context includes the
surrounding environment that determines the behaviour
of mobile applications. They refer to “context as the set of
environmental states and settings that either determines
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According to Vieira [7] context refer to “an
interaction between an agent and an application, in order
to execute some task, as the set of instantiated contextual
elements that are necessary to support the task at hand”.
The authors focused the term further as: “the context is an
aggregation of three types of knowledge contextual
knowledge, external knowledge and proceduralized
context”.
Schmidt refer context to “implicit user generated
information” [8]. If you drive a car from home to office,
you can record the information from the car (e.g. from the
acceleration sensor, vibration sensor, temperature sensor,
rain sensor, friction between tires and road) and
navigation system (speed, location, direction) and share
this information on the web. It will constitute an entirely
new domain of information ranging from real time traffic to
road conditions and fine grained weather reports.
Contextual knowledge is the knowledge known by
the user that is relevant to focus at hand and that could
be activated to support the user on that focus. External
knowledge is a part that is not relevant; it includes the
knowledge unknown by the user or system while in focus.
Proceduralized context maintains historical cases of
context entities and their respective focus.

Computing (network connectivity, communication
cost,
bandwidth,
nearby
printer,
display,
workstation)
User (profile, location, nearby people, social
situation)
Physical (lighting, noise level, traffic conditions,
temperature)
Time (time of the day, week, month, season of the
year)
Active (rain sensing wiper, automatic route guidance,
break assist)
Passive (seat belt, airbag)
Physical (preferences, timestamp)
Virtual (profile, annotations, time, linked media)
Activity (sitting, standing, walking, running,
bicycling)
Environmental (surroundings, things, service,
people)
Personal (mood, expertise, disabilities)
Social (Different roles of user)
Task (user’s goals, tasks and activities)
Spatio-temporal (time, location and community
present)
Physiological (galvanic skin response, EEG and ECG)

Context and its Types: Not contented with the generic
definitions of context, researchers extend the types of
context promoted with numerous examples. Schilit [2]
classifies context into three categories as: computing
context, user context and physical context. Chen [4] added
the fourth category of context as time context. According
to the sensed information and levels of personalized
interactivity two more types have been added as active
and passive context, where active context autonomously
changes the behaviour of the application. Passive context
presents the context of information to the user and the
user decides the way to change the behaviour. Winogard
[5] proposed physical and virtual context with virtual webbased conference assistance as an extension of Dey [3]
research work. Van [9] proposed user specified activity
context based on the acceleration data. Kofod [10]
proposed knowledge intensive approach to extract many
characteristics of user context and developed five
categories of context namely: environmental context,
personal context, social context, task context and spatiotemporal context. Schmidt [8] described the way of
detecting physiological context of the user with the help
of sensors. As it is extremely difficult to discuss all
possible types of context information which is dependent
to systems entities, the important types of context are
summarized as follows:

Context Aware System: “A system is context-aware, if it
uses context to provide relevant information and/or
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the
user’s task” [3]. The context-aware system (Figure 1)
builds context-aware applications which gather input
through devices for observing the environment and to
process the context to infer the current situation. The
outcome of the applications assists the user with relevant
services for adapting the situation.
Several layered architectures are provided by
researchers for the development of context-aware
applications.
The sensors layer refers to the data source that
collects the context information and classified into three
types namely: physical sensors, virtual sensors and
logical sensors. Physical sensors are used to capture the
physical data like light, audio, motion, location and other
physical attributes.Virtual sensors are used to collect the
context information with the help of software. Logical
sensors, also called as software sensors, combine both
physical and virtual sensors in order to produce more
meaningful information. A web service dedicated to
provide weather information can be called a logical
sensor, since weather stations use thousands of physical
sensors also from virtual sensors such as maps, calendars
and historic data.
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Fig. 1: Context-Aware Application
where the client is realizing the actual reaction or services
for different events.
Context Aware Modeling: Throughout this section
variety of context models are summarized to facilitate the
context aware application development, helps the
designers to choose a uniform model and context
reasoning for the deployment of specialized applications.
Key-value models [2]: Simple data structure which
uses a key-value pair to model mostly used Capeus
framework along with Jini for service discovery
procedures.
Mark-up scheme models [12]: Profiles context are
modeled with hierarchical data structure containing
markup tags with attributes and content. To cover
the higher dynamics and complexity of information,
CC/PP standards are used with XML serialization.
These approaches are limited to a small set of context
and are often proprietary based.
Graphical modes [13]: Unified Modeling Language
(UML), Object Role Modeling (ORM) and Entity
Relationship modeling (E-R) are considered under the
category of graphical models. These models are very
useful in structuring static and dynamic fact types,
roles and its relationship.
Object Oriented models [14]: Encapsulation,
Inheritance and reusability properties of object
oriented models are used for: hiding the complexity
of component, representing the properties of
interrelated components and simplifying the
knowledge representation by reutilization of existing
properties and functions. TEA project, GUIDE
project and Computer Go are popular examples
underlying these models.
Logical based models [15]: McCarthy and his group
introduced context as abstract mathematical entities
in a set of facts and rules. For context representation,
model theory from natural language and first-class
predicate logic from situation theory are used.

Fig. 2: Abstract layered architecture for context-aware
systems [11]
An abstract context aware layered architecture as
proposed by [11] is shown in Figure 2.
For example, location of a person is not only
identified by the tracking systems (physical sensor)
but also with the help of email login information or
browsing an electronic calendar. To solve higher
level tasks like detecting the current position of the
user by combining the information from physical,
virtual sensors and some additional database
information. The second layer is responsible for
retrieving the raw context data with appropriate drivers
for physical sensors, APIs reusable software component
for accessing data from virtual and logical sensors.
Usually, it provides abstract methods to implement the
interface functionality thereby enabling the changing
components without major modifications. The
functionalities for this layer is usually defined by
middleware. The third layer carries out preprocessing of
data and attaches reasoning for providing useful
information. Preprocessing layer performs the
interpretation of raw data and applies reasoning rules. A
single sensor data is not enough to find out the
appropriate context, hence, the combined or aggregated
information will be more useful to stimulate the required
level of context. The fourth layer stores all the context
data in server and through a public interface, these data
can be offered to client either synchronous or
asynchronous way. The fifth layer is the application layer
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Ontology based models [4] [16]: Ontology
based models
are
promising
tools for
contextual knowledge sharing, reusability and to
characterize context entities. These models also
have the support of interoperability and compatible
with distributed frameworks. Intelligent meeting
rooms is a context-aware system implemented in
CoBrA agent based architecture using ontology
modeling.
Contextual Graph models [17]: For domain specific
context modeling, integrity constraint checking can
be described through contextual graph models. This
reduces the complexity in context representation.
Any sub-graph or branch is used to identify the
context and can be easily progressed with reasoning
abilities.
Contextualized Knowledge Repository [18]: For
structured domain, contextualized knowledge
repository modeling is used to represent the context
information in RDF/OWL language and the
knowledge about events is context dependent. The
context information is actually defined in SROIQ
Description Language syntax.

Hybrid Models [19]: Context Modeling Language
(CML), Web Ontology Language with Description
Logic (OWL-DL) is integrated together for reasoning
imperfect context information and interoperability
support. The interaction between models is realized
through CC/PP. Hence, hybrid models provide more
comprehensive solutions for expressiveness and
different forms of reasoning.
This section describes various context modeling
techniques that supports context information gathering
and reasoning. Even though the hybrid approaches
promising to resolve the issues like interoperability,
uncertainty, heterogeneity and formalism, due to
reconciliation of probabilistic reasoning with OWL-DL,
proper architecture and other research issues need to be
investigated. In this research work, ontology models and
hybrid models have chosen for context modeling for their
middleware support and architecture independent
properties.
According to the authors views context aware
modeling approaches are summarized and illustrated in
Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of context aware modeling approaches
Model

Who,When?

Key-Value

Schilit1994 [2]

Where?

How?

Pros

Cons

Location Information Capeus Framework Jini Easy to manage parse in embedded. Lacks of formalism,
Algorithms and Structuring
Mark-up
Buchholz 2003 [20] Location,Session
XML,RDF,
Heterogeneity
Expressive structuring,
Information
CML, CC/PP
web services
Weak formalism
Graphical Models Bauer 2003 [13]
Air Traffic
ORM,UML
More expressive
Lack of formalism for online
Management
automated access
OO Models
Bouzy, Schmidt
Ubiquitous
Computer Go, Cues,
Mature, reusability
Handling
Mitchell, 1997-2001 Environments
Incompleteness
[14][8]
Logic based
McCarthy, Akman, AI,Situation Theory FOL, Axioms
Strong Formalism,
Handling uncertainty,
models
Surav, Gray, Salber Interactive
NLP
Expressive
Time varying
1993-2001 [1][15]
Environment
Sensed Context Model structuring
Instances, Heterogeneity
Ontology
Otzturk, Aamodt,
Physiological studies, Context Ontology
Expressive structuring,
Uncertainty, Scalability in
Chen, Guerah
ubiquitous,
Language Web
Handling heterogeneity
searching large data, use in
1997-2014 [4]
Distributed
Services,CoBrA,
low resource embedded
interoperable intelligent
Environment.
Contextual Graph Patrick Brezillon
Subway monitoring
Dialog,
Diagnosis, Action,
Difficult to develop,
2007-14 [17]
Buy ticket
Constructed Answer
Association of
granularity,
Museum website
contextual elements
Contextual
Martin Homola,
Smartweb research,
Description Logic,
Contextual Metadata,
Complexity and lack of
Knowledge
Andrei Tamilin
semantic web,
SROIQ
Formalism,
development.
Repository
2010-2012 [18]
FIFA 2010
flexibile reasoning,
heterogeneity
Hybrid
Bettini, Brdiczka,
User’s Current
CML, OWL-DL,
Spatial domain,
Diverse issues of integrating
Henricksen,Indulska Activity
CC/PP, RacerPro.
Interoperability, Higher
open world and closed world
Ranganathan, Riboni
level context,
semantics, reconcile
2006-2010 19]
Reasoning uncertainty,
probabilistic reasoning with
heterogeneity Formalism
OWL-DL.
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Approaches to Context-Aware Systems: There are many
approaches to implement context-aware systems. The
approach is actually depending on the type of
context, method of acquisition, type of supporting
devices, expected services and possible situations.
The process of gathering context information from the
surroundings, needed to be provide with specialized
agents from the developers. Chen [4] proposed three
different approaches for such agents to gather context
namely direct sensor access, middleware approach and
context server.

limited agents support in middleware approach.
However, single point of failure may cause problems
with context server for its centralized design.
Similarly, the other three models for context
management are described by Winogard [5] namely:
Widgets, Networked Services and Blackboards for
coordinating multiple processes and components.
Widgets:Widget is device driver program on a
Graphical User Interface (GUI).This enables the
context aware applications to gather context data by
hiding low level sensing details. The context
collected through widget is accessed by applications
through GUI in terms of messages and callbacks.
Widget manager is a controller program in which all
the widgets are tightly coupled and the manager
keeps track of services and widget connections.
Networked Services:Unlike widgets controlled by
widget manager, the key feature in networked
services is independence of component. To make the
component more independent from server, each
component adds code to establish connection, code
for marshalling and managing errors. To discover the
services which are not available within specific
region, special kind of discovery procedures are
needed to find out the desired service. This adds
complexity in coding to achieve the component to be
independent.
Blackboards: Blackboard approach is a centralized
server based communication. This approach uses
pattern matching techniques of Artificial Intelligence,
where the message communication is executed in a
publish/subscribe fashion. The message can be
published commonly to a shared message board and
can receive a message based on subscriptionswith
matching the pattern which has posted.

Direct sensor access: The low-level context
information is directly accessed from physically inter
connected sensors, such as, proximity sensor, tilt
sensors and active badge sensors. The agents must
apply their own mechanisms for interpreting the raw
data into corresponding context. This approach has
significant problems in the deployment of agents
such as: a) existing agent is not capable of handling
or sensing any additional context information unless
it is rewritten. b) The procedures of an agent are
tightly coupled with the hardware sensors and
prevents from reusing the code.
Middleware:To address the issues mentioned above
in direct sensor access, middleware approach is
proposed. The intention of the middleware approach
is hiding the low level sensing details from agents.
This also supports reuse of same context acquisition
and developer can easily add additional context in
the existing application. If a large number of agents
are involved in the system, then conflicts can occur
due to inaccurate observation of sensor data. Also,
if the complexity of context acquisition increases then
accommodating devices in the middleware
infrastructure is difficult.
Context Server: To support large scale context aware
agents, another approach is proposed called context
server. So, the agents are free from context
acquisition and processing. These tasks are shifted
to the context server which maintains the contextual
knowledge base. Agents are used RDF/RDFS to
define and infer the context from contextual
knowledge base. Similar to middleware approach,
context server also separate low level sensing from
agents. Hence, compared to direct sensor and
middleware approach, context server overcomes the
limitations of tightly coupled in direct sensor and

In this research work, middleware and context server
based approaches have chosen for the development of
context-aware systems due to its data and component
properties like: hiding low level sensing details from
agents, providing interoperability support, to store
contextual information independent of agent interfaces.
To overcome single point of failure, joint perception
mechanisms are used in the proposed middleware
approach.The different approaches to the context-aware
systems are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of approaches to context-aware systems
Sl.No. Type

Data/Component Properties

Advantages

Disadvantages

1

Direct Sensor Access

Tightly coupled data, No extensibility

Own mechanism to interpret raw data

Tightly coupled, not capable of handling

2

Middleware

Hiding low level sensing details,

Hiding low level details,context

Conflict between context can occur if data

interoperable, Not extensible for

reusability and can add new context

is inaccurate

additional information

large-scale systems
3

Context Server

Hiding low level sensing details,

Support large scale context information Single point of failure may cause problems

Centralized server to store context,
Extensible for large-scale systems.
Single Point Failure, Poor QoS.
4

Widgets

Encapsulation, Tightly coupled

GUI based, Easy to access

components, Not robust to

context information

Tightly coupled

component failures.
5

Networked Services

Server Architecture, Independent

Independent component

components, Code Complexity,

for context access

Special kind of discovery procedures needed

Need Service Discovery.
6

Blackboards

Centralized server, Post messages to

Receive messages based

a shared media, easy configuration,

on subscriptions

Centralized sever based

lack in communication efficiency.

Context Aware Applications: Mobile context-aware tour
guide named as Cyber guide was proposed as a prototype
by Abowd [2]. GPS supported hand held device used as
mobile tour guide with four important components
namely: Cartographer, Librarian, Navigator and
Messenger. Cartographer is a map component to intimate
surrounding information to access. Librarian is an
information component where supply queries and
access details regarding description and other relevant
information are available about sights. Navigator is a
positioning component to know the exact location of the
user to show the nearby information accurately.
Messenger is a communication component to send and
to receive advanced booking information about particular
visit or to meet a person and to get the confirmation.
Knowing the reaction of the user and intelligent query
handling were highlighted as focusing areas for similar
application development.
Brown [21] proposed interactive and proactive form
of context aware information retrieval and information
filtering, by assuming the current context of user
documents as author, user and other discrete fields. The
application was designed in such a way that it stores the
past history of the user documents and indicating
whether same information has been present or content
has been changed.
Context-aware assistive devices were proposed by
Alex [22] for older adults with dementia. Older adults
commonly get the cognitive disability by a sustained
decline in cognitive function and memory. It is estimated

that 18 million people with dementia in the world is
expected to reach 34 million in 2025. A prototype was
developed to assist with the complete activities of
daily living. Artificial Intelligence algorithms and a
single video camera were used to monitor progress, to
determine context and to provide pre-recorded verbal
prompts whenever necessary. The device has the
capability to adjust the parameters to meet the needs of
different users.
Shih [23] proposed context-aware learning content
retrieval system based on knowledge transformation
model with four systems components as follows: user
interface, query expansion, content retrieval and
knowledge transformation. This was a web based
prototype where the users submit their queries and
extracted the knowledge based system. Based on the
similarity and ranking of query, the contents are retrieved
and delivered to the user. The Lucene search engine was
adopted to perform keyword search, indexing and
retrieval. The authors planned to extend this to model a
personalized content retrieval to facilitate in an adaptive
learning environment.
Adomavicius [24] considered the importance of
contextual information for recommender systems to help
the users in certain circumstances. They developed a
recommendation query language REQUEST, which allows
users to get more accurate range of recommendations for
their interest. The context information was used in various
stages like pre-filtering and post-filtering and also an
integral part of contextual modeling.
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According to cloud based context-aware wireless
access, [25] Aerohive project supports the secure
resource management through context-aware cloud
architecture. The context parameters used such as user,
device type, location and time. By simple clicks, the
administrator can easily find in the dashboard with
customized information about the client details such as
client count, specific users, grant or deny access for
resources and so on.
Gubbi [26] described the way of connecting
everyday existing objects and embedding intelligence into
environment using Internet of Things (IoT) and contextaware technologies. Authors listed out the important
demands of IoT as follows: a shared understanding of the
situation of its users and their appliances, process and
convey the context information where it is relevant,
autonomous and smart behaviour. The authors stated that
currently 9 million devices are interconnected and
expected to reach 24 billion by 2020. The authors
identified middleware as a good methodology for cyber
critical infrastructure and sensor networks to provide
access to heterogeneous resources in an independent
manner.
Potential IoT applications identified that enable the
smart environment are Smart Home/Office, Smart Retail,
Smart City, Smart Agriculture, Smart Water and Smart
Transportation. The evolution of next generation context
aware smart applications will depend on inventiveness of
the users and limit with their imagination.

Fig. 3: Context aware middleware architecture
The context acquisition and prediction process are
realized as agents of middleware, thus it allows the
developers to more focus on application development. For
security concern, middleware protects users from personal
preferences and ensure adaptive actions on behalf of
users. The rest of this section presents some of the
context aware middleware architecture.
CORTEX [27] is a context aware middleware for
pervasive and ad hoc environments. Sentient Objects
were defined as an entity which consumes input events,
process them and produces the output events. Hence, the
sentient objects have used control logic to handle past,
current and future context information. Reflection,
component technology, component frameworks are the
basic building components of CORTEX architecture.
Microsoft’s Component Object Model is used as an
implementation platform for the middleware. Through
reflection, the system can inspect by itself and self-adapt
with any change in situation. Configuration and
reconfiguration can be realized by component technology
in which components are composed of each other with
specific interfaces according to their dependencies. The
interaction between components will be monitored by
component frameworks and these are defined in the form
of rules and interfaces. In ad hoc environment,
subscribers do not have prior knowledge about the
available services that are provided by the publisher. To
overcome this issue, service discovery mechanism is
introduced which enables the subscribers to discover the
event types and services dynamically.

Context Aware Middleware Architecture: Different
approaches to context-aware systems were discussed
in the previous section and Table 3. Summarizes
performance of each application.
Middleware addresses many of the requirements of
context aware systems such as heterogeneity,
scalability, mobility, fault tolerance and ease of
deployment. Figure 3. shows that the simplified view of
context aware middleware architecture.
Table 3: Summary of context-aware applications
S.No

Application

Purpose

1

Cyberguide [2]

Map component to intimate surrounding information to access.

2

Context aware information retrieval [21]

Past information of user has been stored and check for content update

3

Context aware assistive devices [22]

For older adults with dementia (cognitive disability and memory loss)

4

Context aware learning content retrieval [23] Personalized content retrieval to facilitate adaptive learning environment using queries submitted by user.

5

Recommender Systems [24]

To get more accurate range of recommendations for user’s interest.

6

Aerohive project [25]

Context aware cloud architecture to find customized information about clients

7

Internet of Things [26]

Provide access to heterogeneous resources in an independent manner
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In Gaia project, [28] the authors proposed
middleware for the development of context aware agents.
The contextual information is represented with ontology
to make the agents autonomous and to have common
understanding about the context. The syntactic and
semantic interoperability between agents are not
addressed due to different middleware and protocols
involved in heterogeneous communication between
agents. The key feature of this middleware is that it uses
different reasoning (first order logic, temporal logic,
description logic, fuzzy logic) and learning mechanisms
such as Bayesian learning, neural networks, reinforcement
learning. Context providers provide query interfaces for
other agents to collect the current context information.
Dynamic context information can be sent through the
event channel for listening purposes with the help of
policies. Sometimes, the provider sends the event
information periodically depending upon the agent that
triggers for a particular event. The main focus of this
project is towards developing smart application for fixed
infrastructures such as smart home and lack of support for
ad hoc and real time applications.
COBRA [4] is intelligent broker architecture for
context-aware system which mainly addresses the
following key issues in development of context-aware
applications such as: lack of reusability mechanisms,
resource constraints and privacy issues. In intelligent
systems, to process the higher level context information
(user’s activity, intention, etc.) always needs complex
reasoning. With reuse of the reasoning, building context
aware applications from scratch will be too costlier. Next
the resource constraints involve battery, storage,
computing and communication. Moreover, the privacy
issue is always a concern, especially users don’t wish
their personal information to be acquired and shared
without their knowledge. The key features of COBRA
architecture are: context acquisition in semantic web
technology (OWL and RDF/RDFS), hybrid context
reasoning (heuristics, fuzzy logic), knowledge sharing
(FIPA agents), policy driven privacy protection.
Intelligent meeting room is described as a prototype to
evaluate the feasibility of context-aware middleware
services.
CARMEN [29] is proposed as a context-aware
middleware for resource management in the wireless
internet. The main purpose of this middleware is to
introduce automatic requalification of accessed resources
depending upon the client’s present location and
personal preferences. Mobility and heterogeneity are
becoming the crucial issues because of context
processing involved in tracking the clients, suggesting
suitable services based on their location and preferences.

This project supports automatic reconfiguration of
web services with contextual change without
modifying the application logic. Authors designed and
implemented mobile news service as a prototype for any
user to access the service with a personal mobile proxy
named as shadow proxy. The shadow proxy collects and
stores the user information for the first time when the user
is accessing the service. If the location of the user
changes and the user tries to access the service from a
different device, the shadow proxy will simply follow the
user and based on the present location, the services will
be automatically updated without any modification in
coding.
SOCAM [30] is a service oriented context aware
middleware provides efficient maintenance of context
information to build the context aware applications. This
middleware addresses the issues of context
representation, reasoning, classification and inter
dependence using ontology web language (OWL). Two
types of context reasoning were adopted namely ontology
reasoning (OWL-Lite) and user defined rule-based
reasoning. Java RMI classes were used to satisfy the
need of resource constrained devices. Authors proposed
a prototype for smart home environment with domain
specific ontologies developed in OWL.
CAMEO [31] is a context aware middleware for
opportunistic mobile social networks. The basic
functionalities of mobile sensor network applications are
characterized by: managing the local context, creating
social context through sharing of information, maintain
user profiles with log information and extending context
parameters for optimized performance. The context is
modeled using key, value pair and tourist application is
implemented over Android smart phones. Event
notification interfaces have been described with Android
Interface definition Language (AIDL).
Challenges in Design of Context Aware Middleware for
Vehicular Safety: Vehicles equipped with on board unit
(OBU) and wireless technology enabling them to form
networking directly with each other without any
infrastructural support in vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
communication and communicates with road side units
(RSU).
The V2V communication between vehicles for safety
warning is represented in Figure 4. These types of
communication have tremendous impact in developing
road safety applications and driver convenience.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) emphasizes on
multi-facet research that brings significant improvement
on safety by designing novel architectures and standard
protocols.
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Fig. 4: V2V communication between vehicles for safety warning
Table 4: summarizes the pros and cons of existing context aware middleware architectures
S.No

Context Aware Middleware Architecture

Pros

Cons

1

CORTEX [27]

System can inspect by itself and

Discovering services in ad hoc environment is

self-adapt with any change in situation

quite difficult

2

Gaia Project [28]

Key feature is, it uses different reasoning

Main focus is towards fixed infrastructures such

and learning mechanisms

as smart home and lack of support for ad hoc applications.

3

COBRA [4]

Context Acquisition in semantic web

Works well for infrastructure based applications such

4

CARMEN [29]

5
6

SOCAM [30]
CAMEO [31]

technology, hybrid context reasoning

as Intelligent meeting room.

Automatic reconfiguration of web services

Mobile News service as prototype and application only

with contextual change

based on location as context.

Addresses the issues of context

Smart home environment (prototype),Java RMI based

representation and reasoning

so tightly coupled.

Android based tourist application which

Only based on user profiles, dynamic changes cannot

manages local context and create social context

be predicted.

The type of communication between a vehicle and
RSU is called as vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) or vehicle
to road side unit (V2R). The RSUs can interact with each
other to get updated information about road traffic and to
deliver the message to the intended receivers in a timely
manner.
Multiple technical challenges do exist to support
drivers for providing safety and non-safety services.
According to Torrent [32] the main challengers are
summarized as: (i) Due to high mobility of vehicles and
traffic situations, selection of a node to forward a message
cannot directly use 802.11 message patterns. (ii) Higher
number of nodes creates channel congestion (iii) Fading
issues when multiple nodes degrade the strength and
quality of receiving signal.
Boban [33] pointed out the packet delivery ratio,
end-to-end delay and jitter and connection duration
as challenging Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for
communication. The main contributions of the
authors are: (i) detailed analysis of Qos parameters and
unicast based solution for vehicular adhoc network
(VANET) in both highway and urban environments. (ii)
Analyzing the connection duration of VANET scenarios
and (iii) analyzing the unnecessary delay and overhead in
unicast routing and determine upper bound for
applications.

V2V and V2I requires trusted communication to
ensure that safety messages exchanged between vehicles
are from valid sources and free from attackers. The trusted
communication and development framework is really
challenging for designers to develop safety applications.
To address the security challenge in VANET [34]
proposed a framework called Secure Group
Communication (SeGCom) which based on public key
Infrastructure (PKI) for authentication and group
formation in exchanging messages between vehicles.
Protocols and Standards: This section contains a study
on various protocols and standards used for vehicular
communication. The standards are promising to satisfy
the need of inter vehicle communication and
interoperability requirements and to encourage the
developers to design various safety applications over
vehicles.
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC): DSRC
is U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
allocated 75MHz spectrum at 5.9GHz band for the support
of safety and non-safety applications in V2V and V2I
environments. DSRC will be used in ITS domain [35]
especially for safety critical applications such as collision
warning systems. This may also be used for non safety
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applications like toll collection, real time traffic advice and
navigation systems. When the road side units (RSU)
communicate with vehicles it should provide adequate
time for the driver to perceive, think, understand and take
necessary action. DSRC is developed to satisfy the
requirements like high data rate (12Mbps), short response
time (100ms) and for long distances (1000 m).

Meier [39] proposed a real-time event based
middleware for vehicular adhoc network called RTSTEAM. This is not relying on centralized server or
lookup service for event handling. Proximity filters are
introduced to handle events which belong to their
geographical coverage. Platooning and traffic control
applications have chosen for V2V communication with the
help of cooperative driver assistance and mobile
computing technologies. Platooning requires dynamic
change of topology to follow, join or leave a vehicle. Also
guarantee should be provided for time critical messages
to reach the recipient without fail. For traffic control
application at junction, a V2I communication occurs where
a vehicle can inform to the traffic controller about the
arrival. So, traffic lights adapt with the situation at
junctions to allow the vehicle depending on the passing
vehicles.
VMTL [40] is a web service based middleware for
vehicular applications. To achieve the high
interoperability web services used as middleware
framework and SOAP protocol is used for messaging
purpose. For reasoning purpose RuleML language syntax
have been defined. J2ME supported mobile devices are
used for implementation and testing the vehicular
application. Location tracking and tour data are
considered as case study for realizing the performance of
the middleware. The run time cost of middleware is greatly
reduced and seems to be easy to use the application.
SCUDEWARE [41] is a semantic and adaptive
middleware for smart vehicles which contains three main
components: virtual agents, semantic context management
and adaptive service. The context data is build with
ontology language OWL, RDF and RDF-S. First order
predicate is used for context reasoning with OWL-Lite
semantics. The interdependence graph is used to manage
the contextual relationship between the components.
Music system is taken as a case study in smart cars,
to play the music files adapted with run time context
changes. Fingerprint verification is used to authenticate
the user for door unlock and play favorite music files.
While driving the car, the low level context information is
converted into high level context and warns the driver to
pay more attention for safety driving.
A hybrid architecture was proposed [42] that
combines V2V and V2I communication for VANET safety
applications such as accident prevention and post
accident investigation. For accident prevention, OBU with
direct sensors are used to collect the environmental
information, process, interpret the situation and trigger
warning messages. The driver’s behaviour with respect to
road conditions at the time of accident are stored and

IEEE 802.11p WAVE: The critical scenarios like when a
fast moving vehicle in the opposite direction, scan the
channel for sending the beacon signal and try to make
connection establishment in an extremely short duration.
To address these requirements, DSRC is migrated to
802.11p Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) to ensure the fast data communication [36] in
VANET. The complexity related to DSRC standard will be
handled through upper layers of IEEE 1609 standards.
IEEE 1609 has four different families of WAVE standards.
IEEE 1609.1 defines resource manager applications and
describes message format, storage format for being
accessed by other applications. IEEE 1609.2 defines
secure messaging service with the corresponding
message formats. IEEE 1609.3 and 1609.4 defines
networking and multi channel operations respectively. A
key amendment introduced by 802.11p is ‘WAVE mode’
which allows two vehicles that can immediately
communicate without any additional overhead as long as
it shares the same channel. WAVE radios have provided
the support for two devices: OBU and RSU. The protocols
of WAVE are optimized for single-radio and no support
for GSM or other technology.
Communications, Air interface, Long and Medium range
(CALM): CALM is an ISO standard that can be used in
mobile networks [37] with different carriers like 2G, 3G, 4G
based on IPV6 protocol. CALM incorporates WAVE and
adds multiple radio management. CALM defines 5
communication scenarios: V2I non IPv6, V2I/V2V local
IPv6, V2I Mobile IPv6, V2I Network Mobility and V2V non
IPv6. The scope of CALM is to provide standard set
protocols for medium and long range high speed vehicle
communication using one or more media. CALM supports
for Internet services, vehicle safety and commercial
applications with high data rate and long range.
Models and Approaches for Vehicular Safety: The
various issues of vehicular middleware [38] can be
summarized as follows: tight coupling with raw data,
complexity in reasoning, dynamic sharing of data,
communication delay constraints and security. In this
section, some of the vehicular safety middleware
approaches and their applications are discussed.
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Table 5: summarizes different models and Drawbacks Addressed
S.No

Approach

Techniques

Drawbacks

1

RT-STEAM [39]

Real-time event based middleware. Proximity filters are

V2V and V2I communication occurs only about arrival of

introduced to handle events. Used for traffic controller application. vehicle.
2

VMTL [40]

Web service based middleware using SOAP.

Location tracking and tour data information only can be shared

3

SCUDWARE [41]

Semantic and adaptive middleware ACE-ORB

Voice enabled interaction to play music and is not focused

4

Hybrid

Wireless sensor networks (Linkbird-MX,Crossbow, tiniPEDS)

Focus on safety message delivery through wireless nodes and

5

Publish-subscribe

Middleware with 3 main components: Positioning,

Only based on subscriptions.

middleware [43]

repository and notification (XML, XQuery)

via J2ME devices.
on safety issues.
architecture [42]

for post-accident investigation.

authorized users can access this data for forensic
analysis. The velocity of the vehicle is restricted to 70
km/h due to road length constraints.
Publish subscribe middleware for VANET
applications is proposed by [43], in which all the data and
messages are represented in XML format and for data
retrieval XQuery language is used. This middleware
comprises with three main components: positioning,
repository and notification services. The position of the
vehicle and other related data are periodically sent to
other vehicles with the help of stateful subscriptions.
Hence, this is focused not only of current information but
also stores the past data as repositories. Event
Notification Service is one of the component supports
notification about a particular event both in stateful and
stateless mode. The stateful subscription shows all the
relevant data from the repository which contains position,
speed over hazardous situations.

VMTL, Scudware were proposed with context-aware
support but not by addressing critical situation
representation and temporal reasoning.
There are scopes to introduce contextual patterns in
this domain.
Limited middleware frameworks proposed for
vehicular safety like post crash notification and
other middleware focused on applications like
location based services, traffic monitoring and
telematics.
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